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[crackscrack] sniper 3d in sniper 3d assassin gun shooter mod.Barta (nother VN error in the "districting" department :P) EDIT: I was unaware that I couldn't comment on VN dev articles. So here goes nothing! I'm just going to say that I have never played Ageti no Youko, only heard about it somewhere. But from what I
know it's that kind of style of game where you travel around a bunch of islands solving crimes and other quests, of course with solving crimes being one of the best parts. And it's set in that universe I saw while watching the TV show and having a ton of fun at the Japanese server PPSX while doing that. I also heard it
was interesting, especially for long time VN enthusiasts, since it's different from the normal patapplesque style I'm used to. Anyway, the reason I mention it is because of these screenshots. Now granted, the "urban" style of graphics can look sort of bad when there's a lot of them, but this is like... best I've ever seen in
a VN, as far as I can remember. The characters are so detailed, the backgrounds are lush, the quality is great, and that style of the game's engine is supposed to be used in this game only. So just saying, not even going to start the game itself yet, I'm just in awe of the graphics! Also, the relatively "heavy" theme fits
with the game, especially in the advertisements that appear on the screen between screens, but still, they're really well executed, and the whole atmosphere is so beautiful. Again, I didn't spend much time on the game itself so it's not really subject to much critique, but I just wanted to mention the graphics. I really
like it! Thanks for reading and if you have anything to say, do keep in mind that I won't be able to say much, as I can't comment on
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